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Background. Experimental language evolution investigates how pairs or groups interacting individuals

create communicative conventions, and how those conventions develop some of the properties

characteristic of natural languages. Here, we report ongoing work aiming to replicate a key task in this

literature, commonly known as the Embodied Communication Game (Scott-Phillips et al., 2009;

Kouwenhoven et al., 2022)—but with artificial agents rather than human participants. The distinctive

feature of the Embodied Communication Game is that there is no a priori difference between

communicative and non-communicative behaviour. This poses a boot-strapping challenge that may be

important for artificial agents.

Methods & Results. We characterize the Embodied Communication Game as a decentralized partially

observable Markov decision process, and implement it as a multi-agent reinforcement learning

environment. Training state-of-the-art reinforcement learning agents in one-shot episodes via self-play or

population-play produces a fixed default color strategy that is not only not communicative, but also

cannot generalize to new co-players in the ‘other-play’ setting (Hu et al. 2020). In few-shot episodes,

which is a memory-based meta-learning paradigm (Duan et al. 2016), agents find a local optimum of

maximizing the number of rounds played, but do not achieve communication.

Discussion. Comparison between these results and existing experimental results with human

participants reveals deep and serious challenges for replicating human communicative competence in

artificial agents. Speculatively, we suggest these tasks could be performed by agents who have (i) goals

with respect to others’ internal (‘mental’) states, and (ii) models of others’ goals and the means by which

those goals might be satisfied. Some limited progress has been made in this direction using Bayesian

approaches (e.g. Ho et al., 2021), but such work is in its infancy and there is an enormous amount to be

done. Whether these capacities can emerge via multi-agent reinforcement learning is presently

unknown.
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